ABSTRACT.
In (2) the arc fice) is not homotopic rel its boundary to an arc in dM.
We remark that condition (2) above is independent of our choice of the V. There are no essential embeddings of A in M. Suppose that g: Note that up to isotopy, the only simple essential loop on T -dMy H dM which is homologous to a loop on K is dF x \xA. We may assume that giA) meets T and that there is an annulus A. C giA) such that A , H (T U K) = dA.. Thus dA. O T is twice the generator of nAR). Let A C g(A) be an annulus such that A, O (X U X ) = dA and A2 meets both K. and X.
Since dA . C\ dA O X is either empty or all of dA , O K and dA ^ is orientable, standard arguments will show that A, must have been unknotted.
It follows that we may assume that g(A) does not meet X. and that g(dA) C dM\.
It 
